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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in
the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

Welcome

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny
days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the
rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to
its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism,
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon,
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely
accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes.
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help
you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.
Download their app in your smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time,
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15% of the bill
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids,
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave,
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners. Better
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yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa,
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled
water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for
more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path.
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And
don’t worry - this is a safe place.

Cover Photo:

“Mother and Child”

By Patrick Denoun (1950 - 2007)

An Important Notice:
The PVMIRROR wants your views and
comments. Please send them by e-mail to:

avineberg@yahoo.com

PV Mirror es una publicación semanal. Certificados
de licitud de título y contenido en tramite.
Prohibida la reproducción total o parcial de su
contenido, imágenes y/o fotografías sin previa
autorización por escrito del editor.

NOTE:

To Advertisers & Contributors and those with public
interest announcements, the deadline for publication is:

2:00 pm on Monday of the
week prior to publication.

250 words max, full name,
street or e-mail address and/
or tel. number for verification
purposes only. If you do not
want your name published, we
will respect your wishes. Letters
& articles become the property
of the PVMIRROR and may be
edited and/or condensed for
publication. The articles in this
publication are provided for the
purpose of entertainment and
information only. The PV Mirror
City Paper does not accept
any responsibility or liability
for the content of the articles
on this site or reliance by any
person on the site’s contents.
Any reliance placed on such
information is therefore strictly
at such person’s own risk.

“The most beautiful word on the lips of mankind is the word
“Mother,” and the most beautiful call is the call of “My
mother.” It is a word full of hope and love, a sweet and kind
word coming from the depths of the heart. The mother is
everything – she is our consolation in sorrow, our hope in
misery, and our strength in weakness. She is the source of
love, mercy, sympathy, and forgiveness…” - Kahlil Gibran
Some of you may recognize the painting on our cover. We
have used it before, every few years in fact, to honor Mothers
everywhere, and the talent of the late, great, sorely missed
Patrick Denoun. He was a much admired member of this
town’s art community, and good personal friend of mine.
Just in case you’ve been incommunicado for the last little
while, I must remind all our readers who are in Puerto Vallarta
that the next couple of weeks are full of exciting events. We
try to give you as much information as possible ahead of
time, despite the fact that it’s not always possible.
With regard to our famous annual gastronomical event,
I hope you do visit the truly international selection of
restaurants participating in our famous Restaurant Week(s)
event until June 10th at www.restaurantweekpv.com
Happy Mother’s Day!
Have fun, and most of all, enjoy yourself!
Allyna Vineberg
Editor / Publisher

With country committees and local chapters in over 80
countries around the world, Democrats Abroad is the official
Democratic Party organization for the millions of Americans
living outside the United States. For more information about
the Costa Banderas Chapter of Democrats Abroad, visit its
Facebook page or send an email to Chapter Chair, Mike Lyman,
at Mike@MikeLyman.com

(See location number on Central Map)

Firstly, I take this opportunity to wish the very best to all
the mothers who read us. May you be blessed with good
health and much happiness from your children.

With Semana Santa behind us, things are a little calmer in the
Banderas Bay area now, making it a great time to have a little
fun and reconnect with friends that you may not have seen for
a while.
Please join the Costa Banderas Chapter of Democrats Abroad
Mexico on Wednesday, May 15, at Langostinos for our first
Summer Social of 2019.
Come on down and enjoy the cool ocean breezes, great views
of Los Muertos Beach, and two-for-one mixed drinks between
5 and 7 p.m. Langostinos also offers a full menu of yummy
Mexican favorites like Coconut Shrimp, Oysters Rockefeller,
and Killer Nachos.
With the crowds gone, this is a great time to get out and meet
other Democrats that are living or visiting in the Banderas Bay
area, so mark your calendar for:
Democrats Abroad’s First Summer Social
Wednesday, May 15, 5 to 7 p.m.
Langostinos on Los Muertos Beach, on the South end, just
north of the pier. We look forward to seeing you there!
P.S.: If you’d like to volunteer for one of our committees, or
help us Get Out The Vote (GOTV), please contact Cathy Rice
at crice54b@gmail.com
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May 6 to 10 - 17th International Fireworks Symposium
We’re back! The 11th IFS was held in Puerto Vallarta in April
2009, exactly 10 years ago. This edition is hosting more than
40 guests from different nationalities, with stands from different
sectors, as well as pyrotechnics shows of various techniques for
the public to enjoy.
This is the most important event of the Pyrotechnic industry in
Mexico, and you can still witness the grand finale:
Friday 10: 22:30 Grupo de Pirotécnicos de San Pedro Zumpango,
Zumpango, Estado de México
For more information visit: https://bit.ly/2Zt5183
https://www.facebook.com/events/2246733358710977/

From May 15th till June 10th, a wide variety of restaurants will
serve three-course meals from Italian up to the Japanese cuisines,
not leaving aside the Mexican gastronomy as well!
Don’t miss the 2019 edition of this Festival which has been at the
top since 2005 due to its exquisite and sophisticated proposal. For
further information and a complete list of restaurants affiliated to
Restaurant Week visit: restaurantweekpv.com

May 10th – Mother’s Day in Mexico
See separate article by Cassandra Shaw

May 18 & 19 - Down Puerto Vallarta 2019
The urban downhill competence returns to the city, and now with
even more adrenaline than ever before.

(See location number on Central Map)

May 15 – June 10 - Restaurant Week(s) 2019
Puerto Vallarta and Riviera Nayarit’s gastronomic festival, the
event that congregates locals and visitors year after year, will offer
a wide variety of dishes inspired in different gastronomic trends
that will indulge the most demanding palates - at accessible prices.
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After the total success of the first edition in 2017, Down Puerto
Vallarta returns to town, flying at maximum speed and filled with
extreme emotions, through PV’s downtown streets. Keep posted
through our social networks and web page for further information
regarding the route and the intrepid and prestigious athletes that will
participate in this edition. An event for the whole family!
For further information and route details, visit:
facebook.com/downpuertovallarta

May 19 to 26 - Vallarta Pride 2019
Every year, this Festival pays tribute to Vallarta’s LGBT
community. From the 19th to the 26th – seven days filled with artistic
and cultural events, concerts, film projections, parades, beach parties
and lots of fun, whose sole intention is the promotion of the best of
Puerto Vallarta’s diversity. Enjoy this cheerful and fun event.
For more information visit: vallartapride.com
Facebook: orgullovallartapride

May 25 to 27 - Mexican Beach Volleyball Open PV 2019
This event brings together the best national ranked players of the
moment, on the Camarones beach. Access is free - for the whole
family! A total of 104 teams will attend, both female and male,
divided between 3 different categories: 2 juniors and one free.
For more information, please visit the official site at:
www.prolarx.com/amvpvallarta/convocatoria/
May 31st – Puerto Vallarta’s Anniversary celebrations
Information in future issues of the PV Mirror.
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(See location number on Central Map)

Since its opening in 2005, Vallarta Botanical Garden (VBG)
has won numerous international awards, and now, for the second
year in a row, it has placed on USA Today’s 2019 ‘10 Best’ list of
public gardens and arboretums in North America.
Competing against 20 of the best gardens and arboretums on
the continent, VBG was once again the only botanical garden
in Mexico to be nominated for this prestigious award. A panel
of experts, chosen based on their knowledge and experience of
North America’s botanical gardens, partnered with USA Today to
pick the initial 20 nominees. The top 10 winners for 2019 were
then determined by popular vote.
Historically, the ‘10 Best’ list in this category has been
dominated by gardens in the U.S., and this achievement by Vallarta
Botanical Garden marks only the third time an international
garden has placed on the list. The other garden outside of the
U.S.A. is Montreal’s Botanical Garden, in Quebec, Canada. (In
2018, the VBG placed 4th.)
This year, Vallarta Botanical Garden, in fifth place, was topped
only by Richmond, Virginia’s Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden at
#4; Bok Tower Gardens in Lake Wales, Florida, in third place;
the Missouri Botanical Garden in St. Louis came in at #2; and
this year’s winner was the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum in
Chaska, Minn.
Nashville’s Cheekwood Estate & Gardens, the Atlanta Botanical
Garden, Chicago Botanic Garden, San Diego Botanic Garden (in
Encinitas, Calif.) and the Montreal Botanical Garden rounded out
the top 10 winners determined by popular vote. Congratulations
to all these winning gardens!
“It is truly an honor and privilege to be part of this distinction
that could have only been possible with the support of our
community,” said Vallarta Botanical Garden founder and curator,
Bob Price. “The VBG is young, but it has a great and growing
impact that will not go unnoticed. The number of votes we
received in this contest show people near and far that Puerto
Vallarta is a world-class botanical and horticultural destination,
and is worthy of your visit.”
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In addition to 64 acres of native tropical plants and flowering trees, fascinating
botanical collections, impressive plant conservatories, and adventurous trails
through the forest preserve, the VBG hosts a variety of family-friendly
community events that aim to educate Puerto Vallarta residents and visitors
on the importance of environmental stewardship and appreciation for our
natural wonders. In short, there’s always something new to discover at Vallarta
Botanical Garden, so make plans to visit today!
Over 200 species of birds have been observed on the Garden’s grounds. In
the Puerto Vallarta region, Macaws began a solid comeback with the start of a
grassroots macaw refuge which now has over 15 artificial next boxes. Guests to
the VBG are often able to admire the flight of over 20 individual wild macaws!
And don’t forget to bring your swimsuit for a refreshing dip in the jungle river.
See plantings of vanilla, chocolate, and hundreds of other botanical delights!

Visit the Garden’s Hacienda de Oro Restaurant for authentic
Mexican food and brick-oven pizza. Hike the Garden’s nature
trails and experience the very best of Vallarta!
The entry fee is $200. Pesos per person (good for 2 consecutive
days). Children 4 and under admitted free of charge when
accompanied by a parent and/or legal guardian. We are currently
ranked #3 in “Things to Do in Puerto Vallarta”!
Wheelchair accessible parts of the Garden include the Vallarta
Conservatory of Orchids & Native Plants, the lower floors of
the Hacienda de Oro Visitor Center (including areas with
restaurant service), restrooms, the Holstein Tropical House, and
the Daneri Vireya Rhododendron House as well as several trails
linking these areas. No wheelchairs for loan or rent.
Pets are welcome when kept on leash in their owner’s control
and their waste is picked up immediately. Extra fee of $50
pesos per pet applies. The Garden is about 30 minutes south
of Old Town PV, on Carretera a Barra Navidad at km 24, just
past Las Juntas y Los Veranos, all easily accessible by public
transportation ($30. pesos each way). Catch the bus at the
corner of Aguacate & V. Carranza in the Romantic Zone. Tel.:
223-6182. Open every day EXCEPT MONDAYS from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. www.vbgardens.org
(Sources: Lorena Sonrisas - BanderasNews.com, pvmcitypaper.com)

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH TOO!
...with those fabulous, unique pizzas and pastas that
only Encuentros can prepare. Check out the beautiful
new location at 124 Berlin, between Hamburgo and Aldanaca
Streets in Versalles. Tel.: 222-2598. Open and ready to ‘seduce
your senses’ from 1 to 10 p.m. Closed Sundays.
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MOVIES: There’s a situation
currently going on regarding the
game show Jeopardy that proves
that life can imitate art. Background
first: The most successful player in
Jeopardy’s daily contests is Ken
Jennings – who won around 2-anda-half million in 74 nights. Right
now, a Las Vegas gambler, James
Holtzhauer, is at 22 nights and
winning over a million and a half
– on pace to hit Jenning’s record
in 36 days – with no end in sight.
He usually doesn’t just win – he
destroys his opponents.
FYI – Jeopardy now has on the
annual teachers’ contest, but tune in
on May 20th when the phenom from
Vegas returns.
So how is this real life event
emulating anything?
In 1950 a move came out called
Champagne for Caesar. It is about
a game show similar to The 64
Dollar Question. Ronald Coleman
comes on as a contestant and when
he wins the final 320-dollar question
says, “I’ll be back next week.”
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Joe Harrington

Because he is personable and
the show’s ratings are soaring, the
producers agree. Coleman returns
and wins 640 bucks and again says
he will be back next week. You don’t
have to be a pure mathematician
to know how fast doubling up can
result in an astronomical number.
Very shortly, the owner of the
studio, Vincent Price, realizes
this guy could end up owning
everything. Price tries harder and
harder questions – even getting
Albert Einstein involved. No luck.
Coleman seems unstoppable.
That’s enough of the plotline
except to say this flick is worth

renting. Almost forgot, the title
refers to Coleman’s pet – a gabby
booze-guzzling parrot named Caesar.
& MADNESS: First: congratulations
to the administration and the
president for the just released job and
unemployment numbers. Well done.
Next: Got some interesting emails
from readers. In the first I was told I
have become a “Washed out hack.”
That comment involved my Tax
Day column two weeks ago. In the
second email I was called the king of
“Fake news” regarding last week’s
column on Judge Napolitano.
Another reader of that column
named me, “A liberal, liberal loon.”
Let’s examine these comments
because they demonstrate an
interesting point as they echo exactly
the way POTUS handles criticism –
attack with a salvo of words meant to
hurt and label anything the president
doesn’t like as fake news.
I first will take on the comment
about my writing fake news
involved last week’s column
regarding the commentary made
by Fox News’ Judge Napolitano.
What I wrote was not an opinion
of mine. I reported exactly wordfor-word what the judge said about
the Mueller Report - as harsh a
commentary lashing out at the
president as I could imagine from
a thirty-year friend and supporter
of Trump’s. The judge’s comments
I reported were not fake news.
Anyone can go online, Google and
discover that it is not fake news -- it
is what the judge said, verbatim.
The person who called me a
“Washed-out-hack” was regarding
the Tax column the week before.
Whether I am a washed-out-hack

or not is up for debate as it is a
subjective opinion, but even if I am it
in no way refutes what I wrote. That
column quoted the stats on the reality
of the Tax and Reform Bill passed
over a year ago. You can’t deny that
the national debt has grown from
19 trillion and change to $22.234
trillion since Trump took office. To
see if the figure is fake news merely
Goggle the information. By the
time you do it, will be higher than
$22.234 trillion.
Rather than refute what I wrote
– as in citing other stats that differ
with what the government itself
put out (good luck on finding any)
those readers chose to attack the
messenger.
When I was in school, way
more than fifty years ago, I was
the president of the debate club. I
learned that you have to use your
brain when refuting someone else’s
position. Neither of these writers
did that – they attacked with labels
not counter points of logic and
opposing facts. It’s as if when news
is reported, whether true or not, that
is critical of the president some folks
see red. Rather than get angry, why
not research a bit and see if there is
validity in the reporting?
To sum up I repeat: readers who
send obnoxious messages with no
real counter-point to what they are
railing against are merely duplicating
exactly what the president does when
someone calls him out for lying.
And, because some folks seem to
forget, I was a lifetime Republican.
Last election I wrote in John
Kasich’s name because I thought he
would make a great president. Of
course, he’s a moderate Republican
which apparently now is a no-no in
the current party of the right. Make
that far right. Make that far, far, far
right. Make that so far right that it’s
out of sight.

Joe Harrington
Is an internationally published author and documentary
filmmaker. He can be reached with a comment or
criticism at JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com
Artwork by Bob Crabb.

Cassandra Shaw

Mother’s Day is here.
In Mexico, it is always the 10th of May, but
Americans and Canadians celebrate their
mothers, grandmothers or any maternal figure
on the second Sunday in May, the 12th this year.
Approximately once every five years, May 10th
will actually fall on the second Sunday and we
all celebrate together.
Mother’s Day is a feel good holiday, a time to
honor and thank the woman who brought you
into this world, or the woman who had your
children.
HOWEVER, the holiday
itself has quite a sketchy past...
It all began when a woman
named Anna Jarvis had an
argument with her own mother.
Her mother, Ann Maria Reeves,
was a powerful woman, she
gave birth to 11 children (only
4 survived to adulthood) and
she worked with women’s
support groups that dealt
with health care, disability,
poverty, employment, worker
safety and other issues. This
was no small affair for the
late 1800’s and early 1900’s.
The argument that took place
between mother and daughter happened in
1905 and Anna’s mom died shortly after on the
second Sunday in May.
In her grief (and guilt), Anna tirelessly
promoted to politicians, clergy members,
business leaders, women’s groups and anyone
else that would listen (and read her countless
letters) to adopt an official date to celebrate and
cherish the mothers in the world. She got what
she was fighting for and although the first (non
official) celebration happened in West Virginia
in 1907, it became official and extremely
popular in 1914 when congress passed a Joint
Resolution establishing Mother’s Day.
When Anna had her first celebration, she
passed out her mother’s favorite flower, the
carnation, to every mother in her church, starting
the tradition of the carnation becoming the
official flower honoring Mothers. The Florists

Association soon got on the wagon and heavily
promoted this day and the sale of flowers, and in
due time the day became commercialized with
card and flower sales across North America.
Anna was horrified (and probably a little loony
to begin with), she was disgusted that businesses
were profiting from what she thought should
a sentimental journey to thank and appreciate
one’s mother. She again started writing letters to
city officials and group leaders and anyone else
she could think of, criticizing their involvement
of what was now a major holiday and gift giving
day in the US. She even filed a lawsuit against
a New York Governor over
the way the city celebrated
the day. That suit was thrown
out of court of course but not
before Anna was arrested for
disturbing the peace!! Anna
continuously fought against
the government and charities
that used Mother’s Day for
fundraising. She was arrested
for attempting to stop the sale
of carnations and dragged out
screaming from a meeting of
the American War Mothers
by the police. She became
a recluse and hoarder before
she eventually was admitted
to a mental institute, the now
defunct “Marshall Square Sanitarium” in West
Chester, Pennsylvania. There she died at the age
of 84. Her bill at the Institute was subsidized by
the FTD (then the Florist Telegraph Delivery),
the very people that she was viciously fighting
all her later years.
Of course, Mother’s Day certainly does go
on!! Today over 140 countries around the
world celebrate this day. In North America, it is
common to buy your mother a gift and flowers
and if you can, take her for brunch or dinner. It
is also the 3rd top card-giving holiday according
to Hallmark.
For inspiration and a pleasurable treat, do drop
in to Cassandra Shaw Jewelry, 276 Basilio
Badillo, to find your favorite woman a beautiful
treasure, be it your mother, wife, girlfriend or
sister! We have something for everyone. I would
like to thank Google for all this juicy information!
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Anna Reisman

The 15th Annual Altruism Festival was a great success – once
again. Hundreds of folks were there to enjoy the performances
and of course, the food! If you weren’t there, you missed a
wonderful event. It was a little cooler than in previous years,
so everyone was able to enjoy themselves without working up
a sweat, as in previous years. My friend kept on saying that
she was just too full to visit any more booths, and then she’d
stop at yet another one to stuff something else into her mouth. We
all waddled out of there…
Now that the stupid cannon shots (that scared one of my dogs
enough to cause her to skip her dinner entirely) have finally stopped,
you’d think it was all over, right? You’d be wrong. We’re not done
yet, friends! Sure, May Day, the Day of the Holy Cross and 5 de
Mayo have come and gone, but on May 8th, we commemorated the
birthday of Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla –the “Father of Mexican
Independence”- whose speech on September 15, 1810, in the town
of Dolores Hidalgo marked the beginning of the Mexican War of
Independence. Then comes Teachers’ Day on the 15th (teachers get
the day off, so students do as well), followed by Students’ Day on
the 23rd (when most students do not get the day off...)
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And last but definitely not least, Vallarta’s Fiestas de Mayo!
As of this printing, we still do not have a definitive schedule
of those fiestas to share with you. You’ll just have to keep
your eyes and ears open…
Mother’s Day is this weekend. Unlike Canada and the U.S.,
Mexico celebrates Mother’s Day on the 10th, regardless what
day of the week it falls on. But I’m one of the lucky ones: as
a Canadian Mexican, I can be fêted twice each year! And so
many great restaurants to choose from for a special dinner…
Ni modo. Restaurant “Week” starts on the 15th so I’m sure
to get the opportunity to enjoy plenty of great stuff during the
next three weeks, especially since the “week” is really three
weeks this year, and especially with so many friends coming
down to visit especially for this decadent experience.
It’s been ten years since the idea of bringing the Metropolitan Opera
Saturday Afternoon Live Telecasts to our town, spearheaded by
Chickie Alter, was born. It was a dream of Chickie’s for a long time.
I’m sorry that she didn’t get to enjoy the fruit of all her hard labor.
Personally, I love those presentations. I grew up listening to those
Saturday afternoon broadcasts, live from the Met, on the radio in
my parents’ house. The HD live telecasts are great, even better
than being there, sitting way up in the bleachers, too far to see the
stage well, regardless whether they come from the Met or the Royal
Opera House in London. Not quite like seeing Aïda performed at the
pyramids of Giza, but definitely great for Puerto Vallarta.
I am sorry that there are only two more printed issue of the Mirror
for this season. This whole season has been an unusual one, again.
Perhaps unusual is the new norm. Even though Easter was late this
year, our snowbirds left way before they used to in the past.
Sure, Puerto Vallarta was chock full of tourists over the two weeks
of Easter, airlines and bus lines increased their frequency and arrived
at full capacity, but now we’re entering one of the slowest periods of
the year (until school lets out at the end of June), the other being the
month of September. The change is obvious.
I’m running out of space, so I won’t go into detail about the 3
a.m. confrontation between my Rottweiler and a tlacuache, while
the other dogs and cats watched. I really wish they’d find places to
roam other than mine, especially in the middle of the night.
If you’ve looked up while walking around town lately, you may
have noticed that this is shaping up as a bumper year for mangos in
this region. The trees are so laden with their fruit that some of their
branches have broken due to their weight! One year, on Canada Day,
Los Mangos Public Library was asking everyone to take home as
many of the good mangoes that had fallen off their trees as possible…
“Thou shalt honor thy mother...” If yours is still with you, you are
blessed. Love her (tell her that you do, often) and pamper her, on
Mother’s Day and every day. She’s the only mom you’ll ever have
– this time around. None of us is born with an instruction manual.
So forgive us –mothers- if we’re not all that you would like us to be.
We do the best we can.
To all my children, natural and adopted: “Thank you for making
me such a happy woman! God bless you all.” And to all the mothers
and grandmothers out there, I wish a most happy Mother’s Day,
filled with love and kindness. Hasta la proxima. sheis@ymail.com

Beyond PV

Kitesurfers from all over Mexico - and the world! are preparing to hit the beaches of the Riviera Nayarit
for three days of spectacular kitesurfing during the
2019 Festival del Viento (Wind Festival). This year’s
event will be held May 17-19 at Maritima Nuevo
Vallarta in Flamingos, Nayarit.
Kitesurfing is a dynamic sport that appeals to athletes
of all ages. Riders hit the waves on a surfboard that
is powered by winds captured by an attached kite, a
combination that allows athletes to attain high speeds
on the water and make spectacular leaps.
This international kiteboarding competition is
considered the most important stop on this leg of
the National Tour held by the Mexican Kitesurf
Association, and this year’s event is expected to
bring approximately 300 national and international
competitors for a weekend of intense activity on the
waters between Flamingos and La Cruz de Huanacaxtle.
The Wind Festival has been taking place in the
Banderas Bay area for the last nine years because
this stretch of coastline offers exceptional climatic
conditions for kiteboarding, such a strong and
constant winds, long waves and a 5-kilometer-long
beach, making it the perfect setting for these high
level competitions. The competitions include Down
Wind - a race for all categories; Big Air - where

the prize goes to the highest jumps; Freestyle - for
tricks and showy moves (this is divided among Pro,
Amateur, and Women’s categories;) and Course
Racing - which consists of a long distance portion
and a slalom course.
The public is invited to watch the events from the
beach(es) - free of charge. Watching all the kites go

The West Coast cruise market, primarily
composed of sailings from California to the Mexican
Riviera, is seeing traffic spike thanks to new ships,
new interest and new operators, according to the
2019 Cruise Industry News Annual Report. While
security issues and economic doldrums sent traffic
spiraling downward a decade ago, the West Coast
is making its way back, supported not only by
its own attractions but a booming Alaska cruise
market that generates seasonal and winter traffic.
Accounting for 3.5% of the global cruise market
pie, the West Coast will be back to near record
levels, and will post its best year since 2009 in
terms of passenger capacity, which is up 12.5%
year-over-year.

out at the same time offers a very bright and colorful
show during the race, and watching the freestyle
competitors’ stunts is simply amazing - making this
an experience not to be missed!
For more 2019 Riviera Nayarit Wind Festival
information, follow FDVMexico on Facebook.
(Source: Banderasnews.com)

It’s still off 2008 levels, but the promise continues
in 2020 and 2021, when more deployments include
the new Carnival Panorama, and a number of
planned startups that will exclusively feature
Mexican Riviera ports, including Cruise and
Maritime Voyages and Grupo Vidanta.
With an expanded terminal in Long Beach,
Carnival Cruise Line remains the biggest player in
the market by far, with an estimated 57.1% of the
capacity sailing mainly shorter, three- and four-night
cruises. Other big players on the West Coast include
Princess Cruises, with capacity coming mainly in the
shoulder seasons due to its Alaska program, as well
as Norwegian, Holland America Line and Disney.
(Source: www.cruiseindustrynews.com)
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Monday, May 6th, the Broadway hit musical, Avenue Q opened to thunderous applause,
cheers and standing ovations. Read what some people wrote after attending...

“Yes, I thoroughly enjoyed, laughed until I cried,
and i’m a sucker for happy endings - I’ve seen this
show countless times before, in Ogunquit, Maine;
New York City (it just finally closed in NYC on
Sunday, I think). This performance rivaled the Best
of them. I will definitely see it again and bring friends
next season when it goes ‘full-time’.” - Dennis Crow

We were totally engrossed with the energy, the
wonderful singing, and the constant movement of
the actors and puppets around the stage. There is
something for everyone in this show! It’s funny, it’s
sad, it’s poignant, and we can all relate to each of the
actors and their story. I haven’t laughed so hard in a
long time! It was a fun, fun evening!” - Howard Ross

“Opening Night for Avenue Q was right on target.
Each puppet (character) showed total professionalism.
This is a very happy uplifting show that the audience
showed such amazing love for. Great direction by the
awesome Alfonso López. The singing was amazing
with strong voices and performances by each cast
member. A Huge round of applause for a fantastic
show so very well performed.” - David Wilhoit

Avenue Q will be on the Main Stage Mondays,
Wednesdays and Saturdays through May.
Get your tickets now at www.act2pv.com

“This is THE Event.” - Gary Beck
“Another smash hit! The audience loved this
great production. ACT II knocks it out if the park
again. What fun!” - Tom Bernes
“I saw this show many times during its run two
years ago, and loved it! But in last night’s opening
show, Avenue Q was taken to a whole new level! It
was masterfully done! The actors actually made you
lose track of whether you were looking at puppets
or actors! It’s incredible to believe they could
accomplish this, especially on an opening night! I,
and the rest of the audience, broke out in laughter
and applause so often that the intermission came
before we even realized it!
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Avenue Q raises money for the new
Act II Emergency Fund!
In the tradition of Avenue Q, money is being raised
for a great cause again! The Act II Emergency Fund
was the brainchild of Danny Mininni last
year, when everyone in town was scrambling
to raise money for an emergency.   Danny
decided to create an official emergency fund
so that money is available quickly, when it is
needed on an emergency basis.
This fund will be managed by local residents,
Tom Bernes, Bert Ramirez and Marsha Ward
Ross.   Act II and Danny Mininni will raise the
money, but will not be involved with decisions
on how the monies are disbursed. Thank you,
Act II, for always thinking ahead and always being
ready to help the community!
Avenue Q is a delightful, laugh-out-loud American
musical that was performed on Broadway from

2003 to 2009. Audiences everywhere have been
captivated by its fresh and funny story, and it won
the prestigious 2004 “Triple Crown” for Tony
Awards…. Best Music, Best Score and Best Book!
The story of Avenue Q takes place in New York
City and the street is Avenue Q, the only address
you can afford when you’re fresh out of college,
out of a job, or just trying to find your purpose in
life. It is a coming-of-age parable that satirizes
the issues and anxieties of entering adulthood.
Filled with gut-busting humor and a delightfully
catchy score (not to mention the use of full-size
puppets that are animated by unconcealed human
puppeteers), Avenue Q is a truly unique show that
received rave reviews at Act II two years ago!
Although the show addresses slightly bawdy,
humorous adult issues (and is
not recommended for children),
it is very similar to a beloved
children’s show - a place where
puppets are friends. It is directed
by Act II Entertainment´s Musical
Director, Alfonso Lopez, and
features many of our local talent.
Simply put, this show is the perfect
choice for those of you who may
be wondering how the hell you
got to this point in your life and are constantly
questioning what your purpose is. But for now, you
can just sit back, enjoy, belly-laugh, and rejoice at
the marvel of this modern-day musical!

Act II is the “#1 Entertainment Venue” ~
TripAdvisor
“#1 Performing Arts Venue” ~
Vallarta Tribune!
#2 of “Things to Do” in Puerto Vallarta! ~
TripAdvisor
Act II’s fabulous “Spring Season” is going
strong, with lots of entertainment options to
enjoy! Featuring a Broadway musical, live
cabaret, music, dance, and drag shows, there is
definitely something for everyone. We feature the
best performers in Banderas Bay and are currently
#2 on “Things to Do in PV” on TripAdvisor!
A big thank you to so many of you who have
written TripAdvisor reviews on our shows! We
couldn’t have done this without you! Also, it’s
not too late to write a review of YOUR favorite
shows, too! Just go to www.tripadvisor.com
Tickets to all shows are available today
at act2pv.com
Be sure and check this week’s schedule.
Many of our shows sell out, so get your tickets
now at act2pv.com!

Coming This Month!

featuring The Puerto Vallarta Gay Men’s Chorus
Sunday, May 19 - 8:00 PM
The Puerto Vallarta Gay Men’s Chorus (PVGMC)
kicks off Puerto Vallarta’s 2019 Pride Week at Act
II with its 7th annual Pride Week concert, “The
Rainbow Connection”. This amazing group of
singers is excited to perform many well-known songs
from movies, including several Oscar-nominated
and Oscar-winning favorites, such as “Time of
My Life” (Dirty Dancing), “Rainbow Connection”
(The Muppet Movie), “Recuérdame” (Coco), “My
Heart Will Go On” (Titanic), “Shallow” (A Star is
Born), and many more! Artistic Director, Derek
Carkner says, “I have always loved soundtracks and
songs from movies! Whether a song reminds you

of a specific scene in a film, or triggers a certain
cinematic memory, the power of the soundtracks is
what we want to celebrate! I am excited to be able
to share these beautiful choral arrangements with
our audience!” The PVGMC will also be joined
by the fabulous guest artists, Joby Hernandez and
Hedda Lettuce!
Now in its 7th year, the PVGMC is a bilingual,
cross-cultural chorus with members from Mexico,
Canada and the United States. It was the first
organization of its kind in Mexico and all of Latin
America and is a proud member of GALA Choruses
(www.galachoruses.org), a worldwide organization
that represents over 8,000 singers and over 170
choruses around the world! Under the leadership
of Artistic Director Derek Carkner, it has elevated
its performance standard and has built bridges of
understanding, acceptance and love! It has also
created renewed awareness and appreciation of
music across all of Banderas Bay. Tickets are
available at www.act2pv.com or at the box office,
which opens at 3 p.m. on show days.

NYC musical theater productions, as well as
contemporary and improvisational works for
the stage. Her affiliations include Columbia
University Creative Arts Lab, Actors Studio New
School, Joffrey Downtown, Broadway Dance
Center, Actors Workshop, Harkness Dance
Center 92nd St.Y, and Steps on Broadway. She is
joined by Joamer Gonzalez, who has numerous
performance and choreography credits, including
work for Univision, Telemundo, Arthur Aviles,
Doug Elkins and Grammy award winner Giselle,
Ana Vasquez/Miguel Martinez, both professional
dancers, who have N’MOVIMIENTO dance studio
in Vallarta, and Salvador Luna, who has worked
with Teatro Vallarta in the past, and has recently
formed his own production company and will be
working throughout Mexico.
Five years ago, Kimberly choreographed Act II’s
very first production, “A Chorus Line,” as well as the
first Encuentros de Danza. She also choreographed
an outdoor theatrical/dance event for “Dia De Los
Innocentes,” and the fun and fabulous “PV Flash
Mob!” Kim is a fabulous dancer and choreographer
and is looking forward to spending more time in
Puerto Vallarta! Act II is thrilled to welcome her
back and really hopes that you will come and see this
beautiful dance program!

This Week’s Shows at Act II:

“Encuentros de Danza”

A Dance Extravanganza, featuring Kimberly
LaRue and dancers from her NYC studio
& Puerto Vallarta Dancers
Sunday, May 26 – 8 p.m. ONE NIGHT ONLY!
Act II is thrilled to announce the return of NYC
dancer (and Puerto Vallarta resident), Kimberly
LaRue, in a ONE-NIGHT ONLY reprise of her
incredible show, Encuentros de Danza, featuring
a group of professional NYC dancers from her
Upper West Side studio, “Bridge for Dance,” who
will join dancers from Puerto Vallarta! This show
will include a variety of dance genres, including
contemporary ballet, modern, tap, urban street
dance, and theatrical jazz! It will be inspiring,
uplifting and entertaining… and especially exciting
for our local dancers who will have the opportunity
to work with the “pros!”
Kimberly is a NYC-based dance professional
who has choreographed and performed in many

FABULOUS FRIDAY, May 10
7:30 - Diana Villamonte, “I Will Always Love You,”
- the #1 PERFORMER in Puerto Vallarta for TWO
YEARS! (Winner, Best Red Room Solo Performer)
9:30 - Hedda Lettuce, starring in “Gringa in Paradise”
(Winner, Best Drag Show)
SPECTACULAR SATURDAY, May 11
7:00 - Avenue Q, the #1 Musical Ever Presented in Vallarta!
SUPER SUNDAY, May 12
7:30 - “Best of ABBA & Elton,” starring Us Two and
their LIVE BAND (Winner, Best Musical Group)
MARVELOUS MONDAY, May 13
7:00 - Avenue Q, the #1 Musical Ever Presented in Vallarta!
7:30 - Diana Villamonte, starring in “More Motown &
Beyond” (Winner, Best Solo Red Room Performer!)
WONDERFUL WEDNESDAY - May 15
7:00 - Avenue Q, the #1 Musical Ever Presented in Vallarta!
FABULOUS FRIDAY - May 17
7:30 - Diana Villamonte - “I Will Always Love You,”
a Whitney Houston Tribute
(Winner, Best Solo Red Room Performer!)
9:30 - Hedda Lettuce, starring in “Gringa in Paradise”
(Winner, Best Drag Show 2018/2019)
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Continuing Shows at Act II:

Puerto Vallarta’s #1 Musical - EVER!
May 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 18,
20, 22, 25 – 7 p.m.
AVENUE Q, the most popular
musical ever presented in Puerto
Vallarta, returns in May, just in
time for Pride Week!

Diana Villamonte A Musical Tribute to Whitney Houston
featuring PV’s #1 Star, Diana Villamonte
Every Friday - 7:30 p.m. (Through May 24)
Diana Returns to Act II after winning FIRST
RUNNER UP in the Voice of Mexico!
(WARNING!! All of Diana Villamonte’s
shows sell out well in advance!
Get your tickets now!)

This year, Act II is thrilled to
announce that Diana, along with
director Alfonso López, has created
yet ANOTHER sensational hit show,
“I Will Always Love You,” a musical
tribute to Whitney Houston! Diana,
with her powerhouse voice and
infectious personality, is the perfect
singer to take on the iconic Whitney
(her lifelong inspiration).
The
highlight of Diana’s show last year
was when she previewed some of her
Whitney Houston songs, often having
most audience members in tears.
Diana blew the audience away, and
her fans begged for a whole show of
Whitney’s songs!   

TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...She sang Whitney Houston
better than Whitney Houston
herself. If you go to Puerto Vallarta,
I recommend you visit some of
their fabulous shows! Act II made
my vacation better than ever!” ~
DancerJane

Diana Villamonte, Voice of Mexico Star A Musical tribute to the great ladies of
Motown and Beyond, featuring Puerto
Vallarta’s #1 songstress, Diana Villamonte
Every Monday - 7:30 p.m. (Through May 27)
(WARNING! #1 Box Office - 2 seasons
running! All of Diana’s shows sell out well
in advance. Get your tickets fast,
at www.act2pv.com
HEDDA LETTUCE Winner, Funniest Drag Show 2017 - 2018
Featuring Hedda Lettuce’s smorgasboard of live
comedy, songs, and stand-up improvisations
Every Monday - 7:30 p.m.
Every Friday - 9:30 p.m. (Through May 24)

Hedda Lettuce, the six-time Drag
Queen of the Year Award-winner
(HX magazine) and the legendary
“green goddess” of drag, is excited
to return to Puerto Vallarta for her
FOURTH “sold out” season! Her
show, this year, is a loving sendup to her favorite town…. Puerto
Vallarta!
Hedda will glamorize
another season as she dishes out
a tossed salad of improvisational
comedy, sultry songs, and dazzling
gowns. (And it’s entirely fat-free!)
She will gladly engage you in a night
of storytelling, bawdy and biting
wit, spontaneous comedy, and live
(not lip-synched) singing! Her show
includes her nationally-acclaimed
original comedic music that is
peppered with parodies of old time
favorites and startling satire. Hedda
Lettuce is one of New York City’s
premiere drag queens and keeps the
audience screaming with laughter for
the entire show!

Diana Villamonte in “More Motown
& Beyond” is the #1 show in Puerto
Vallarta! This tiny little gal with the
powerhouse voice and infectious
personality pays respect to the great
ladies (and a few of the boys) of
Motown (and beyond), with a special
tribute to Aretha Franklin, as well as
Diana Ross, Shirley Bassey, Whitney
Houston, Anita Ward, Etta James, Nina
Simone, Aretha Franklin and Donna
Summer. Her passion and commitment
to her music, as well as her rich, belting
notes and electrifying top register will
bring tears to your eyes.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Well Diana is totally ready for
Broadway and or the movies. Her
voice her look and her dancing just
completely paralyzes you. What I am
trying to say is that if you want to
see the greatest show on earth go see
Diana.” ~ lorieg2019

A musical tribute to ABBA and Elton John,
featuring UsTwo and their LIVE BAND
Every Sunday - 7:30 p.m. (Through May 23)

UsTwo presents a musical
tribute to the timeless music of two

unforgettable acts which began in the
1970’s, ABBA and Elton John!
UsTwo will perform songs that
you remember, such as Mama Mia,
Dancing Queen, Chiquitita, Sad
Song, Candle in the Wind, and Rocket
Man, and more. Their repertoire
changes with each performance,
but these amazing vocalists (and
their live band) will treat you to an
unforgettable evening of music and
an evening to remember!
ABBA and its flamboyant costumes
and catchy music, is considered to
be one of the top musical groups in
history, having sold over 500 million
albums! Elton John first became
famous for his oversize glasses and
outrageous outfits, but his enduring
popularity and incredible talent have
earned him five Grammy awards,
induction into the Rock ‘n Roll Hall
of Fame, and sales of over 300 million
albums! Together, these two acts
epitomized the soft rock/pop musical
sounds that became hugely popular in
the 70’s, and is still loved around the
world today.

TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“This was our first visit to Act II
for their shows. We really enjoyed
Daniel and Noemi in concert, the live
band backing them up were great. We
weren’t sure what to expect but we
already plan to take in many more
performances in the future. Our only
regret? That we hadn’t booked tickets
earlier during our stay. Now at the
end of our time in Puerto Vallarta
we have no time left to attend other
shows. We will be back for the 2020
season and look forward to seeing the
new lineup for 2020.” ~ 511noeic

Actor? Dancer? Singer? Act II is still casting for next season’s shows. Contact Marsha Ward Ross at act2entertainmentproductions@gmail.com
For more information about the venue or shows, check out the 1100+ reviews on TripAdvisor, or go to www.act2pv.com Tickets are also available at our box office
which open at 3 p.m. on show days. The Act II Entertainment Stages complex is located upstairs on the corner of Insurgentes and Basilio Badillo
in the Romantic Zone on the South side of Puerto Vallarta. For more information, call 222-1512, or follow Act II on Facebook.
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“We may not all have children, but
we all have parents” - Maria Shriver
How true. Many of us have
already had to face the fact that
our parents are getting older and
need our help. For some of you,
this hasn’t been such a challenging
or difficult process because your
parents are healthy and doing well,
enjoying their retirement and all that
life has to offer. And for some of
you, it’s been quite another story.
Disease is almost always the
culprit. Disease robs us of our
parent whether it is cancer, heart
disease, or Alzheimer’s. Many of
my friends have lost at least one of
their parents and some before they
ever retired or reached old age. I
can quickly think of 5 friends who
have lost their parent all due to
disease; one to breast cancer, one to
heart disease, one to colon cancer,
one to COPD, one to lung cancer,
peritoneal
(abdominal
lining)
cancer. The parent with breast
cancer was in her 50’s. One friend
lost both parents one year apart.
Their illnesses consumed his life for
3 years. I personally lost my father
to a long 12-year battle with early
onset (began at age 64) Alzheimer’s.
It’s incredible how much the person
and their family go through.
Sandwich generation
The “sandwich generation” is
a term used to describe the adult
children who are sandwiched in
between two generations of people
dependent on them; their own
children and their parents. What
an enormous challenge! This is not
the exception, but the norm. The
majority of you will have to balance
not only your time but your finances
between caring for your children
and your parents.
During my father’s Alzheimer’s,
5 of the 9 grandchildren were in
elementary school when he was
diagnosed and in high school or
college when he died. My brothers
were so busy raising their children,
helping them with homework and
taking them to all of their sporting
events that fitting anyone or
anything else in seemed impossible,
yet, they did it. They met with the

(Part 1 of 2)
Giselle Belanger

RN, LCSW

doctors and visited Dad often. They
met with the financial advisors and
accountants and helped my mom
budget for his care. Luckily, neither
they nor their wives had to provide
his daily care (nor did I) because my
mother was healthy and in charge
and financially, she was able to hire
caretakers into the home.
I have a client now who is the
youngest of 3 siblings. He is married
with 6 children and his father has bipolar and diabetes and still lives on
his own. He is very challenged to
devote time to his father, his children/
family and to his work, all of which
are very demanding. Although he
has hired a caretaker 4 mornings a
week, he still goes to his father’s
home several times a week and has
his father spend at least one night a
week at his house. He takes him to
the doctor, keeps his medications
in stock, and is the one on-call in
case of any emergency. His sister
lives out of town and helps out by
having the father for a month or two
in the winter. Both his brother and
sister help out financially, but do not
always agree on what to do.
Marriage interrupted
I have another client whose wife
was diagnosed with early onset
Alzheimer’s at age 55. They are both
57 now with 2 young adult children
ages 22 and 24. Although his children
have moved out of the house, he is
their only parent. They can no longer
turn to their mother for anything.
Luckily, at their young ages they are
not the “adult children” needing to
care for their mother. They have their
father to do that and consequently
don’t have their father as available
for other things. He is now consumed
by maintaining his career and the
in-home staff hired to take care of

his wife while he is working. The
entire burden is on him. Besides the
realization that his marriage is over
as he knows it, his life is changed
forever, potentially any hope of
retirement is gone or certainly greatly
affected by the financial drain since
Alzheimer’s care outside of the inpatient hospital setting is not covered
by insurance or medicare.
Retirement interrupted
One client’s parents are both over
85 who have had several health
complications over the past year,
which required hospitalizations,
physical therapy, and in-home
nursing care. Besides all of the
time spent taking them to doctor
appointments, scheduling surgeries,
arguing with doctors, seeking 2nd
opinions, and staying with them
during hospitalizations, he also
had to have them come live with
him for several months at a time
until they were both well enough
to go back home. The only reason
they can still live in their home is
because their daughter lives nearby.
The next thing will be to sell their
house and have them live with him
permanently, which they have not
surrendered to yet.

Out of town solution
I have a dear friend (age 86) who
lives here in Vallarta, but all of her
children live in Mexico City. Some
of them are still raising their children,
and all of them are still working. My
friend absolutely does not want to
go live with them in Mexico City.
She loves Vallarta and is definitely
healthier here at sea level. She no
longer drives and is not comfortable
going places alone. She’s slightly
forgetful and doesn’t like to cook and
she’s terribly bored and lonely. Her
daughter and I finally convinced her
to hire a companion. This woman
takes her grocery shopping and makes
meals. She takes her to the doctor and
makes sure she takes her medications
every day. They go to the movies, walk
to the coffee shop for Frappuccinos
and attend various social events. My
friend is doing better and is happier
than she has been for the past 3 or 4
years. She has a higher quality of life,
has maintained some independence,
and her children can rest easier
knowing that despite the distance, she
is being well taken care of.
Part 2 next week will discuss
the obstacles and challenges for
care, the financial burden, the
conversations and decisions that
must be made, and things you must
have in place.

Giselle Bellanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for
appointments in person, by phone, or by skype webcam.
Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com
Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Sooo... it happened that I noticed
my partner had been happier and
more tolerant, easy going actually,
so I asked?? Turns out she had been
listening to self-hypnosis sessions
that lead to trance on youtube. That
got me curious. If you are one of
those who think hypnosis is merely
a stage act, read on.
Hypnotism
does
work
and it has an impact on the
brain which can be measured
scientifically, according to one of
America’s leading psychiatrists
David Spiegel, from Stanford
University, told the prestigious
American Association for the
Advancement of Science that he
had scanned the brains of volunteers
who were told they were looking at
coloured objects when, in fact, they
were black and white..
‘This is scientific evidence that
something happens in the brain
when people are hypnotised that
doesn’t happen ordinarily,’ Mr
Spiegel told delegates.
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Krystal Frost

He added that there were
‘tremendous medical implications’
and envisaged people being able to
manage their own pain and anxiety.
I looked into the history of
hypnotism and learned that in its
modern form it was first practised
as ‘animal magnetism’ some 200
years ago in Vienna by one Dr
Franz Anton Mesmer (hence the
word mesmerised).
He was highly successful but
he ended up ruined and driven
out of the city by the medical
establishment, having been accused
of faking and practising magic.
Or take the case of 19th century
surgeon James Esdaile. He practised
in India and, as a matter of necessity,
performed dozens of operations,
including
major
amputations,
without anaesthetic and without his
patients feeling pain.
He claimed a 95 percent success
rate, at a time when most surgeons
killed some 40 per cent of their
patients. But when he came back
to this country and tried to interest
his colleagues in his discovery, he
was laughed out of court by the
medical authorities.
Hypnosis is a totally natural state for
the human mind to be in – absolutely
everybody has been hypnotized
literally thousands of times in their
life without necessarily knowing it.

You pass through the hypnotic state
whenever you go to sleep and when
you awaken again. You know it well
as that small space before we fall into
deep sleep, and the twilight between
dream and waking. This tiny, but
powerful space can be accessed and
used as a tool for self-improvement
in meeting your concerns without
judgement or emotional attachment.
Journeys to this mental plane
is known as self-hypnosis that
leads one into a trance state.
This trancing in hypnosis can be
learned and is actually used by
athletes, public speakers, performers
and those who wish to tap into the
power of the subconscious for dealing
with
self-destructive
behavior
such as over indulgence in food,
tobacco, alcohol, drugs, negativity,
relationships and anxiety. Some also
use hypnosis in pain management
and childbirth.
When you use self-hypnosis to
get into a trance state, one starts by
first coming into a deep relaxation,
then there is a conscience mental
“falling” effect one creates inside
your mind. This changes the level
of brain wave activity from the
awake level (Beta) to the asleep
level (Alpha) or the deep sleep level
(Theta). I heard it described once
as this falling effectively being like
changing gears. You let go and let

your mental activity slow down and
“fall”. The hypnotist will use visuals
such as descending stairs, walking
on the beach which involves all your
senses as hearing the waves, feeling
the sand under your feet, the sun on
your back, etc. And suddenly you
are gone…
Everyone’s
experience
of
hypnosis is unique. There are
some people who can experience
very deep states of hypnosis, while
for others, only a light state is
possible. There are audio sessions
on youtube by Michael Sealey.
If you are willing to listen and
relax as deeply as you can, you
will experience the benefits. The
ability to accept hypnosis rests
upon the ability of the individual
to focus his or her mind clearly.
Hypnosis is a state of mentally
focussed concentration combined
with deep relaxation. Don’t expect
to see huge changes in one or two
sessions, it takes a few weeks of
consistency to “train” your mind
into trancing and enjoy the benefits
of this powerful personal tool.
It’s important to know your
hypnotist and have full confidence
in them. Also, always listen to any
YouTube audio sessions all the
way through so you know what is
being said to your sub-conscience.
There’s a huge menu of options
when it comes to what you want to
personally deal with from anxiety,
weight loss, grief, abundance, etc.
My personal favorite is narrated by
a British guy with a low soothing
voice. I love it when he says ¨you
can rest now¨, and I literally release
all present tension. Check him out,
Michael Sealey on YouTube.
Read more:
h t t p : / / w w w. d a i l y m a i l .
co.uk/health/article-101490/
Hypnosis--does-really-work.
html#ixzz52NOFp9tV

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments - Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

Buying a resale
This is the most straightforward
way to buy a condo.
Advantages include:
1.- You can see what you’re
buying. You don’t have to imagine
how it will look from a floor plan.
2.- There is no wait. You get to
move in as soon as you close.
Disadvantages include:
1.- If the unit has been
lived in for more than a
couple of years, you might
need to set aside money for
renovations.
2.- You can end up in a
bidding war for a good unit
in a popular building, and
you may be outbid.

Disadvantages:
1.- You are buying based only on
a floor plan without seeing the final
finishes, the layout or outside view
of the building. Builder can make
changes and substitutions during
construction
2.- You can occupy your unit
when it’s ready, but other parts
of the building may still be under
construction.
3.- Until the building is
completed and officially registered
as a condominium corporation, you
cannot record the escritura to show
you are the legal owner.

4.- At the time of
closing with the notary,
you pay your buying
closing costs.
This
is normally after you
have paid the builder
80% or more of the
purchase price, when
you take possession.
5.Nothing
is
guaranteed. A condo
building
usually
takes several years to
complete.
There is
always a chance that
the builder won’t sell enough units
to proceed with construction, or
can’t finish construction for some
other reason, so you don’t get
your condo. And sometimes the
condo may look different when
it’s finished compared to what was
initially proposed by the builder.
Assignment of a
Pre-Construction Contract:
The above are the two main ways
to buy a condo, but there is a third:
1.- Buying from someone who
has bought a pre-construction unit

Both
pre-construction
and
resale have their pros and cons,
depending on your preference,
your budget and the amount of risk
you’re comfortable with. Before
you decide, it’s a good idea to
consult a qualified bilingual real
estate attorney and competent
AMPI* real estate agent to guide
you through the process.
This article is based upon legal
opinions, current practices and my
personal experiences in the Puerto
Vallarta-Bahia de Banderas areas.
I recommend that each potential
buyer or seller of Mexican real
estate conduct his own due
diligence and review.
*AMPI: Mexican Association
of Real Estate Professionals

Harriet Murray

Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com
www.casasandvillas.com

(See location number on Central Map)

Buying pre-construction
Advantages include:
1.- You are first owner
of the unit and you get to
customize certain things
(such
as
appliances,
cabinetry, flooring).
2.- Pre-construction condos tend
to begin at a lower price because
of a risk that the project will be
delayed or even called off.
3.- You may be able the builder
a series of payments and have
time to accumulate the entire
purchase price. An initial deposit
may be 20%-30% of the purchase
price with negotiated installment
payments. Builders generally do
not charge interest on the unpaid
portion of the purchase price if
your payments are on time.

Harriet Murray

instead of buying from the builder.
2.- Buying an assignment can be
very tricky, because it is difficult
to determine how much to pay up
front as it varies with each case.
3.- You must pay the owner all the
deposits already paid to the builder
plus enough to cover whatever
profit the owner is trying to make.
4.- Depending on how close the
unit is to completion, the same pros
and cons as pre-construction apply
to some extent.
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Emergency
Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Emergency Line: 911

Hospiten

226.2081

Ongoing Events & More...
Historical Naval Museum
(right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla perform @ 6 p.m.
on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.
Tues. to Fri. - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1 & 3 p.m., Sat.: 9 & 11 a.m.
+ 1 p.m. - El Salado Estuary Mangroves Tours,
bilingual guides. Reserve at Cell: (322) 201-7361.
Mondays - 11 a.m. - Mahjongg - at Andale’s - 221-5730
Tuesdays & Thursdays - 9:30 a.m. - Humanitarian Tour of
Corazón de Niña, including brunch. Reserve: 224-9209
Wednesdays - 8 p.m. - Practilonga! at J&B Dancing Club, Fco. I. Madero 178. Free!

222.0923

Fridays - Shabbat Services & dinner.
Info & Reservations: Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com
Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays - 9 a.m. to closing - PETCO
Cats & Dogs Adoption Center - next to La Comer

Thursdays - 6 to 10 p.m. - Marina Market in the Marina
Fridays - 9:30 am - 1:30 pm - Marsol Market - by the pier
178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000
Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov

Saturdays
10:30 a.m.-12 noon - Writers’ Group - at the Boutique
Theatre, upstairs at Nacho Daddy’s
11 a.m.-2 p.m. - AngeliCat & Acopio Pet Adoptions at Plaza Caracol
5 p.m. - Bilingual Mass - at Our Lady of Guadalupe
12 noon to 1 p.m. - Center for Spiritual Living - at the
Cuale Cultural Center on Isla Cuale Rev.CorinaScherer
Sundays - 6 to 7 p.m. - Municipal Band,
7 to 8 p.m. - Danzon Music - Dancing in the main square
SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal rescued by the
SPCA, please contact spcapv@gmail.com

PLEASE leaf through this issue for the many events that
do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!
N.B.: All events are subject to change without notice.

For a comprehensive list of most -if not all- charity groups and
non-profit organizations in and around PV, you may want to check out:
ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php
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Solution to crossword on page 27

Solution to Sudoku on page 27

AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER 01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000

9 a.m. – English Services, also Bilingual Services on Sundays at 10:45 a.m.
– at Calvary Chapel (non-denominational) by Hotel Las Palmas
9:30 a.m. – English Worship Service – First Baptist Church,
next to Park Hidalgo
9:30 a.m. - Grace Vineyard Church Bilingual at Westin Resort & Spa
in the PV Marina, 9:30 - English, 10 - Español.
10 a.m. - Traditional Christian communion service – at the
Anglican Church Puerto Vallarta (formerly Christ Church by the sea)
10 a.m. – English Services w/communion, Anglican/Episcopal –
at Christ Church by the Sea – Plaza Genovesa
10 a.m. - Amazing Grace Christian Church - Non-Denominational at Ciao Restaurant, Paseo Cocoteros 35, Nuevo Vallarta.
10:30 a.m. — Non-denominational Contemporary Christian Worship
Paradise Church at Act II

Animal lovers! These are the
Facebook pages of some PV
non-profits that love them too.
animalistas de puerto vallarta
25,000+ friends
PV AnimalAc 1,800+ friends
PV’s Animal Shelter
pv mexico adopt foster and
flight angels 1,400+ members
assists PV’s Animal Shelter
Friends of Puerto Vallarta Animals
8,300+ followers
assists PV’s Animal Shelter
PuRR Project
1,300+ followers
www.purrproject.com
AngeliCat
8,700+ followers
Paraíso Felino
1,400+ followers
Match Dog Com Puerto Vallarta
2,500+ followers
MexPup
7,500+ followers
www.mexpup.com
Colina Spay & Neuter Clinic
1,800+ followers
Peace Animals
6,600+ followers
www.peaceanimals.org
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The last item to consider if a must
have or not for you, is the type of
screen on your next computer.
“Should I spend the extra $$$ and
get a touch screen?” has popped up
in several emails and conversations
the past couple of months. Well,
the short answer is the same as it
is for “how much RAM” or “how
powerful a processor should I
get?” It depends on what you want
to do with the new computer.
Touch screens have been around
for a long time in restaurants,
hotels and of course ATM’s.
But for many years, these little
wonders were very expensive
and often running 3 or 4 times
the cost of a comparable regular
screen cost. However, as with all
new technology, prices eventually
come down.
Fast forward to 2019 and
tablets, smart-phones with touch
screen are the norm. Even here in
Vallarta, stores are getting more
and more models of computers
with touchscreens. Laptops, all-inone computers and regular desktop
computers with touchscreens are
popping up all over.
The cost of a touchscreen
capable computer has come down
a lot the past couple of years, to
where it’s only about one hundred
dollars more than the same model
without touch capabilities. So... is
a touchscreen something you need
or even want?
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Depending on whom you talk
to, touch screen computers are
either the natural evolution of the
PC or the dumbest idea ever. On
one side you have Microsoft and
Intel touting the latest Windows
10 touch screen PCs, and on the
other you have people quoting the
late Steve Jobs about “touch” not
belonging on laptops or vertical
displays. So who’s right?
Well, both are right really.
As with deciding on any other
computer features, choosing to
have a touch screen or not is a
matter of preference and your
needs.
Let’s take a look at the pros
and cons of touch screens on a
computer so you can make up your
own mind about them. On PC’s,
Windows 8 was a BIG change
in the operating system and was
written to work very nicely with
a touchscreen. Hence the large
outcry from computer users who
only use a keyboard and mouse
and hate the Windows 8 interface.
With Windows 10, they brought

back more keyboard / mouse
friendly configuration.
Touchscreen is perfect for
working on a tablet or smart
phone because the screen is more
convenient for use with your hands
than an upright angle of a laptop
or desktop screen. I can already
see a new strain of carpal tunnel
syndrome looming on the horizon.
There’s actually a term already for
the prolonged use of vertical touch
screens -Gorilla Arm!
If you’re continually holding up
your arm straight out at a vertical
display, sure that’s not a natural
position and it’s going to hurt
over time. However, the truth is
you’re probably not going to be
constantly holding up your arm.
If you’re using a touch screen
desktop PC or laptop, you might
tap and swipe, then switch to the
keyboard and mouse, and back - a
sort of combo of the two types of
input methods.
One of the earliest criticisms
about touch screen PCs is that
programs and desktop windows
are hard to use with touch. The
close button, scrollbars, and other
navigational elements were too
small and hard to accurately hit.
Windows 8/10 has changed that to
a big extent, with things like the
toolbars creating a more touchoptimized interface in desktop
mode. If you work a lot with
pictures, I think that’s where a
computer touchscreen will come
in handy.
One of the main reasons I won’t
be using my touch screen on my

laptop anytime soon: the smears
on the screen. I’m a bit OCD
already as far as working on a clean
computer screen goes. Greasy
smears are the complaint of every
smartphone and tablet user - and I
am constantly cleaning my iPhone
screen to remove smudges. It’s
no different if you’re constantly
touching a PC screen. The only
reason I bought a laptop with
touchscreen, is that it had many
features that I REALLY wanted
and touch happened to be in the
mix.
Another big reason as to why
I think touchscreen laptops will
remain an “option” rather than
becoming the norm yet, is their
power usage.
Touch screens
require more power. PC Magazine
compared a couple of touch
screen laptops with their nontouch counterparts (same model
and size) and found that the nontouch laptops lasted over an hour
longer in terms of battery. This
is definitely something to keep in
mind if you need as much battery
life as possible for your next
laptop, although you can disable
the touch screen in the settings, to
save on battery usage.
So basically, the touchscreen is
really just another way to interact
with your computer. You will
still have your keyboard and your
mouse / touchpad when you want
them, and can use the touch screen
as little or as much as you want.
That’s all my time for now. See
you again next week... until then,
remember: only safe Internet! If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so
at www.RonnieBravo.com and
click on “articles”.

Ronnie Bravo
Can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs, Data
Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware upgrades,
Graphic Design, House-calls available. Cellular 044322-157-0688 or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com

Stan Gabruk

As we continue to endure low
tourism and transition fishing
conditions, we need to remember
that there is always great fishing
in the area. Once we enter spring,
we have several yearly challenges.
Those challenges are slowing but
surely changing a tick a day. What
does that mean right now? Well,
we’re seeing water temperatures
inch up, bait is plentiful and we’ve
got blue water. We’re now moving
into summer as the air temperatures
are also ticking up daily, along
with the humidity. For humans this
is uncomfortable at best, but for
fish, conditions are more attractive
every day!
At this time of the year, it’s best
to focus on where the species
are at as opposed to locations or
fishing grounds. For now, we’re
seeing the return of Sailfish to
Corbeteña, El Banco and the areas
around El Moro. You may find
one of two around the Punta Mita
area, but one thing for sure: their
number will continue to pick up.
If targeting Sailfish, I’d be looking
to Corbeteña and then fall back to
El Moro. El Banco has been strong
with Sails also.
Yellowfin Tuna, well it’s still
very early in the season so there
shouldn’t be any major expectations
for larger Yellowfin Tuna. But if
you’re satisfied with 60 to 80-lb
Yellowfin Tuna Footballs, then
you’re in luck. Some can be as

large as 100 lbs. and
of course if you jig
there could be “larger”
rewards. For the most
part these Yellowfin
Footballs are not running
with Spinner Dolphin
for the moment. That’s
not exactly true, some
Spinners have been
spotted, but not many.
Short of the Tres Marias
Islands, there really aren’t too
many YF Tuna running the area for
the moment. Now Bonito at 30 lbs.
are essentially a lesser Tuna and
are what they put in tuna cans. If
you’re not above these great tasting
fish, then you’ll have much better
luck with these in the bay, but
they’re spread out all around the
area.
Those looking for Marlin are
going to have a tough go of it.
Stripers are in the area but they’re
on the smaller side of 150 lbs. or
so. You’ll find them at Corbeteña,
possibly around El Banco, but
you’ll have a better chance from the
back side of El Moro to Corbeteña.
There will also be some Sailfish
around so it’s well worth the fuel
dollars.
The area from Punta Mita to the
Marieta Islands has been on the
quiet side. Some Striped Marlin
off the point, ten miles out. North
near San Pancho could have some
better numbers as they’ll normally
have Sails when they’re nowhere
else. Jack Crevalle 30-40 lbs. are
still in the area, but for some reason
they’re just south of El Moro.
Bonito are in this same area and,
frankly, are the primary species in
the area.

(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

Inside the bay I’m happy to
report the fishing is better this
week. Jack Crevalle are thin in the
bay, but still there. Decent sized
Snapper have been boated in the
bay, a four-hour trip, around the
rivers. Great family fishing and
you’re not out past the horizon.
Sierra Mackerel are thinning with
the warming waters, but still there.
Sails could be found in the bay but
that’s “freaky”. Snook are around
the rivers and hard to come by, but
there have been some caught so it
might as well be you!
The “all important” bite has
moved to mid-morning, so be
where you want to be before 9 a.m.
with plenty of optimism! Water
temperatures are rising rapidly
as they’re at 75 degrees. If you

remember just a few short weeks
about it was just under 70, so this
is fast and could be an indicator
an early summer is coming. As
far as bait goes, that’s an issue.
With many trumpet fish around
Corbeteña
and
El
Banco,
everything is chowing down
on this bait. Couldn’t tell
you how to mimic a Trumpet
fish of three inches, so good
luck on that one.
Until next week, don´t
forget to kiss Your Fish!
Monster Yellowfin Tuna,
sound good to you? Our
new (to us) 60-ft Hatteras
is the most comfortable
fishing vessel targeting
Yellowfin tuna at Puerto
Vallarta’s world famous
fishing grounds. Compare
our prices to the “Bargain boats”
that stuff ten or more bargain
chasers. Six people, 2.5 days,
luxury with everything included.
Our introductory rate of $8,800.
USD sounds expensive, but our
“per person” price / cost can’t be
beat on any level. I invite you to
investigate your options then give
us a call! This is pure value.

Stan Gabruk
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.com.mx ,
Local Ph. at: (044) 322 779 7571 or our international
number is: 011 52 322 209-1128, 10 to 9 local time.

www.facebook.com/pages/Master-BaitersSportfishing-Tackle/88817121325
The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing
and Tackle is protected under trade mark law
and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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In the preface of “Heliconia,
an Identification Guide,” by Fred
Berry and W. John Kress - published
by the Smithsonian Institution
Press - they made a rather astute
and telling statement. It reads,
“Heliconia are remarkable plants,
not only for the beauty of their
flowers, but also for the fact that so
little is known about them… To the
natives of the regions where they
occur naturally, their abundance
leads them to be considered weeds
and thus noteworthy of attention,
and to the scientist their large size
has made them difficult to collect
and preserve during any general
collecting expedition… (However)
Heliconias have finally come into
their own horticulturally. They
have increasingly become popular
as landscaping plants in the
tropical and sub-tropical regions of
the world, and also as potted plants
and cut flowers in those regions
where they cannot be grown in
the garden.” (For lovers of this
exceptional genus, I encourage
acquisition of this book.)
That noted, suffice it to say that
we could easily compile an entire
book devoted to this exceptionally
beautiful, tropical flower group!
To say that, virtually every flower
in this genus is magnificent might
be likened to the understatement
that the oceans are a bit wet! So
unique are they that the genus
Helicona is the only one in the
entire family of Heliconiaceae.
(When one’s born to perfection, no
one wants to be their kin!)
As I explain to our garden
visitors, all Heliconias are related
to Bird-of-Paradise, bananas and
the Traveler’s Palm (not a true
palm at all). No few are those
who, after savoring the overhead
Queen’s Wreath and Rangoon
Creeper, perceive the various,
similar
appearing
Heliconia
species, showcased in our streetside planer box, as.Bird-ofParadise.
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Tommy Clarkson

Family: Heliconiaceae
Also known as: Platanillo or Bird of Paradise (A name, however,
generally used for the classic, multi-colored flower of the genus Strelitzia )
Like the Hibiscus genus, I’ve chosen to write about the entire array
of species in this genus in one fell swoop. (But first, a little, literary
lagniappe: Shakespeare used this phrase in “Macbeth,” with McDuff’s
statement – upon learning that his family and servants had all been
killed - “All my pretty ones? Did you say all? O hell-kite! All? What,
all my pretty chickens and their dam? At one fell swoop?” Shakespeare
used the imagery of a swift assault by a Kite - a hunting bird - to
convey the ruthlessness of Macbeth’s henchmen. Since, however, its
meaning has shifted to convey suddenness rather than savagery. And
you thought we were only about dirt, roots and palm fronds, wholly
lacking in classical awareness! By gosh, we got a smidgeon of couth!)

These
stunningly
goodlooking flowers range in size.
As William Warren explained in
“Tropical Plants for Home and
Garden,” “Heliconia ranges in
size from the small H. stricta
from known as ‘Dwarf Jamaican’;
through medium-sized, like H.
psittacorum; to giants like H.
caribeae, which can reach up to 3
meters.”
The preponderance of species
originated in tropical America.
However, six come from the
Pacific region ranging from
Samoa to Sulawesi.”
All of the clump-forming,
perennial, herb shrubs that
comprise the genus Heliconia as
a whole grow from underground
rhizomes.
They have vertically arranged
leaves similar to those of a
banana plant, while horizontally
they appear more like those of
Ginger. Yet obliquely – yep, we’re
covering them from all angles –
they look like those of a Canna.

The magnificent flora can be erect
or pendent (stifle that sophomoric
thought!) and are, actually,
comprised of rather insignificant
true flowers, with the beauty being
found in those startlingly attractive
bracts. These come in a rainbow
of red, yellow and orange hues
and attract no few fleet-flying
hummingbird pollinators.
In “Tropical Flowering Plants,”
Kirsten Albrecht Llamas has
a succinctly written bit of
information well worth sharing,
as follows: “Rainforest species
are cold-sensitive, but those from
higher elevations tolerate cooler
temperatures.
In full sun they need more
moisture than in shaded spots.
Mulch well to protect the rhizomes
and maintain even moisture. After
flowering, the stalks die back
and new shoots develop from the
rhizome.”
They like nutritional help. I’d
encourage a slow-release, highpotassium fertilizer.
We’ve a
number of species thriving around
Ola Brisa Gardens which visitors
enjoy while strolling the multiple
terraces. In turn, Ana (our longtime, family member, housekeeper)
creates - by combining erect and
pendent inflorescences - and keeps
two large, long-lasting Heliconia
arrangements inside our home.
(Yes, we are spoiled!)
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_Brisa_
Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson
In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens, Tommy and
Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced tropical paradise
nestled on a hill overlooking the magnificent vista of
Santiago Bay. Leisurely meander its curved, paved
path, experiencing, first hand, a delicious array of
palms, plants and flowers from all over the world.
Or e-mail questions to him at olabrisa@gmail.com
For back issues of “Roots”, gardening tips, tropical
plant book or to schedule a tropical garden lunch,
please visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl

Amanda Chung | Karl Ni | Will Shortz |

New York Times

Solution on Page 22

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row,
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution on Page 22
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(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)
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(See location number on Central Map)

